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Dear Friends and Benefactors,
As we mark the end of 2020, Centre for Youth Empowerment and Leadership (CYEL) reflects on
the activities we were able to carry out amid a rather difficult year, owing the global pandemic
that brought the world to a screeching halt, plunging humanity into a prolonged lockdown.
We would also like to take this golden opportunity to express our sincerest gratitude to our
benefactors, for their continued partnership. In our rather rare special feature, we highlight a
budding entrepreneur whose mission is to feed the city’s offices with sumptuous and pocket
friendly home-made hot meals.

Last but not least, we would like to wish you a Merry festive season and a Prosperous New
Year 2021.

Remember to show your love and care by washing your hands with soap, sanitizing, masking
up, and maintaining social distance.

CYEL Communications Team.
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REVIEW OF THE YEAR 2020
February 2020
Singapore

A friend of CYEL from Singapore, Ranjini Mei Hua, conducted a fundraiser through her
Yoga initiative. The funds collected were donated towards CYEL’s Girls in STEM
programme. These funds were meant to aid us – CYEL, acquire Kenya Institute of
Curriculum Development (KICD) approved high school textbooks i.e Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics, for donation to identified undeserving Girls high schools in
Kenya.
The book donation exercise was however put off to a later date due to closure of schools in
the wake of the Coronavirus pandemic.
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REVIEW OF THE YEAR 2020
February 2020
Dodoma

Further in February, CYEL, in collaboration with Kondoa Community Networks (KCN), the
first community network in Tanzania to pilot the use of Television White Space (TVWS) to
connect the unconnected population in Kondoa District,Dodoma Region, Tanzania, co-hosted
the inaugural Kondoa Community Network School of Internet Governance (KCN SIG) at Study
Zone Computer Centre from 14th – 15th February 2020.
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INAUGURAL KONDOA
COMMUNITY
NETWORK SCHOOL OF
INTERNET
GOVERNANCE
(KCN SIG)
Held from 14th – 15th February
2020 at Study Zone Computer
Centre, Kondoa-Tanzania.

The SIG’s primary objective was building capacity of
individuals from local community networks in Tanzania
and East Africa, to understand the national, regional
better, and global Internet Governance and policy issues,
Settings, and processes, in the quest to build a critical
mass of Internet governance and community-based
telecommunication policy ambassadors.

KCN SIG in Summary
The event was attended by 44 participants from four
countries, i.e., Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya, and Egypt.
The distribution of gender among the participants
was 34% for women and 66% of men.
More than 15 sessions were conducted for two days.
KCN SIG supported 18 fellows from around Tanzania to
attend the two-day event through sponsorship from the
fellowship program.

KCN SIG attracted 15 facilitators from 4 different
countries, i.e., Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda, and Egypt,
who facilitated various sessions.
KCN SIG was funded by AfriNIC, Mozilla Foundation
through the Open Internet Engineering Fellowship,
Telecom Infra Project, Tanzania Community
Networks Alliance, and dLAB Tanzania.
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March 2020
CYEL re-launched its portal – www.cyel.africa. This was made
possible with the support of #FreeWeb4SDGs, an initiative
curating FREE websites for African based Non-profit
organizations focusing on SDGs.

August 2020
Our co-founder – Bonface Witaba, together with Sri Ranjini Mei Hua,
a friend of CYEL from Singapore, co-wrote a research piece on the
effects of CoVid-19 on learners in Kenya. The piece was published on
Global Voices.
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September 2020
Ms Petrider Paul.
Centre for Youth Empowerment and Leadership (CYEL), in conjunction with Kuza Steam
Generation (KsGEN), co-convened the Arusha Women School of Internet Governance
(AruWSIG20). This 3 day blended event (onsite and virtual) was held at Obuntu hub, Arusha,
Tanzania, from 9th – 11th September 2020. This year’s AruWSIG was the third edition, with the
second edition having taken place in September 2019, and the first in April 2018.
The SIG’s primary objective was capacity building of aspiring Internet Governance and policy
women leaders, and came at a time when the world was grappling with the COVID-19
pandemic.
This year’s event chief guest was Ms Petrider Paul, African Union Youth Advisory Board Council
member. The event attracted sponsorship from partners such as AFRINIC - the regional Internet
registry for Africa and the Indian Ocean region, Facebook, ICANN - the global multi-stakeholder
organization that coordinates the Internet DNS, IP addresses and autonomous system numbers,
and Localization Lab - a Not-for-profit organization whose mission is to support the translation
and localization of digital safety tutorials and tools geared at addressing security, privacy and
anonymity online.

#AruWSIG20 in Numbers
38 fellows (32 onsite, 6 virtual) from around Tanzania were supported to attend the three day event
through the fellowship programme; out of the 38 two of them were men while 36 were women.
A closed group parliamentarian session convened by Facebook attracted a total of 13 parliamentarians, 4
representatives from CSO’s that build capacity of women politicians, 3 faculty from Facebook, 1 from
Paradigm Initiative and the co-conveners of AruWSIG.
The faculty comprised of 18 facilitators (6 onsite, 12 virtual) from 6 different countries i.e. Tanzania, Kenya,
Uganda, Ghana, the UK, Italy and Namibia.

A total of 16 sessions were conducted by the SIG faculty (4 Onsite, 12 virtual), including 4 localization
sessions carried out on day 0 (pre-event).

3 participants were women with hearing impairment; with 1 sign language interpreter handy to ensure
their inclusion.
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October 2020
A number of fellows from the Arusha
Women School of Internet Governance
(AruWSIG20), were granted fellowship
on the fifth edition of the Kenya School
of Internet Governance (KeSIG20), and
also got the chance to attend the Kenya
Internet Governance Forum (KIGF).
The SIG and IGF were both organized
by the Kenya ICT Action Network
(KICTANET)

December 2020
CYEL received a research grant from The international Center for Not-forProfit Law (ICNL), to conduct a study on the impact of Covid – 19 on digital
rights in Kenya and Rwanda.

The study will produce two (2) Issue briefs, and two (2) Research papers –
with one (1) research paper providing a comparative study on how COVID-19
has affected digital rights in the East Africa region, while the second research
paper will look at the situation in East Africa and compare it to other regions.
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Interview with a food entrepreneur

Interviewer's Note The year 2020 has been a rather difficult one, with the world
experiencing devastating effects of Corona Virus (Covid -19). Despite the gloom and
despair, Kenyan youth have come up with innovative ways to help them stay afloat in
these tough economic times.
We got the privilege to speak with Miss Sylvia Ndunge aka Sysh, a Bachelor of Arts In
Development Studies (Second-class honours, upper Division) graduate of Maseno University.
Fresh from university, “tarmacking”[1] with the hopes of securing a job, Sysh (a name she
prefers to be addressed by), would have her dream of landing a job come to an abrupt halt as
majority of companies were forced to downsize in the wake of the global pandemic lockdowns
further exacerbating the already complex employment crisis amongst the youth.

Sysh takes us through her journey with Sysh dishes, a venture she founded amid the pandemic,
whose mission is to deliver high quality and pocket friendly home-made meals (lunches) to
offices in Nairobi’s Central Business District (CBD) and its environs.

1

Tarmacking is an informal term used in Kenya to mean “job hunting”, usually by
walking to offices to drop off unsolicited applications, and or to inquire of possible
openings.
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Interview
CYEL You are a graduate of Maseno University…tell us more about that…
what you studied, when did you graduate and what was your goal after
graduating.
SYSH Yes...I graduated from Maseno in December 2019 with a degree in
Development Studies. Like any other graduate, I was excited and hopeful
that by the end of 2020, I would secure a job, but that has not been the case.

CYEL How has been your journey as far as securing a job is concerned?
SYSH Honestly very frustrating to some point almost depressing. Since
even before graduating, I had been doing job applications for literally
anything and everything (beggars can't be choosers you know) and I always
got a rejection email or no response at all. I remember I once applied for an
office cleaner vacancy advertised online and at the back of my mind I
thought by having a degree, I wouldn’t miss out on a cleaning job. To my
surprise, when the rejection email came, the reason for not being picked was
‘I had no experience!’ You can imagine how frustrated I was. Not being able
to get an office job, and not even being qualified for a cleaning job!
CYEL (I can imagine the frustration). So, how did the Sysh dishes idea come
about, how and when did you get started?
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SYSH I love cooking. I'm always trying out new recipes and usually not all of
them work out, but I always love the experience. So after a year plus of
doing so many applications and getting rejections and sometimes no
responses at all, stress began taking a toll on me...I would wake up to
perform house chores, and after that just watch a movie, a series and or just
sit idly. The days became so long and I could feel myself losing it. That's
when I decided maybe I should do something I love to keep myself busy
during the day. I thought....my family loves my cooking so what if I prepared
and sold sumptuous meals to others - mostly to those in offices in and
around town? I called some of my friends and hypothetically asked them if
they would buy food I had cooked and just like that...Sysh dishes was
conceived. This was in September 2020.
CYEL Why did you decide on such a move….delivering home-made lunches
into offices in town?.

SYSH I had just moved to Nairobi a few months earlier and
realized Nairobi being the Capital of Kenya had a huge population.
Walking around the Central Business District (CBD), there are so
many eateries most of them fast food joints (Fries and Chicken and
the likes), and I thought to myself - many people (working around
town) could be trying to live healthy, and eating fries everyday
does not cut it, so what if I gave these market niche the
opportunity to get nicely cooked homemade meal? (It should be
noted I am a lover of fries and have nothing against them).
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Cyel

Alright, so how do you source for your clients?

SYSH Majorly from Social Media. Twitter to be precise. In other cases,
whenever I visit an office for other businesses, I always talk to some of the
people and encourage them to try out my dishes. I have good rapport with
people...I will be in the bus and just strike a conversation with someone and
tell them about my business and leave them my number to call for
deliveries. It works most of the time. They say a happy client is your biggest
marketer...I do get a lot of referrals from clients who really loved my food. I
have also found social media to be an effective marketing tool for both small
and big businesses.

CYEL What dishes do you do, and what has been the response from your
clients so far?
SYSH I do Chapati with Beans,Pilau, Matoke and Biryani. My best seller is
usually Pilau. I get so many orders sometimes I'm overwhelmed. I have also
found out that many people love Matoke. Most of my clients love my food
and I usually encourage them to give me feedback if there is something
they didn't like.

CYEL
What challenges have you encountered with your gig so far, and
what kind of support would you need to overcome the said challenges?
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SYSH Heh!! Where do I even begin? First of all, I cook the food on order to
avoid food waste or loss. On my menu I clearly indicate that orders should
be placed before 9:30 am in the morning to allow me enough time to
prepare. This cuts out so many people because what are the chances you'll
be knowing what you want to have for lunch at 9 in the morning? Secondly,
I deliver most of the food by myself especially within CBD.

SYSH At times I will board a matatu and get caught up in traffic and
incidentally deliver the food late.This is never a good look to the customers.
Other times I use a rider for places outside the CBD. Riders are very
expensive and sometimes paying them to deliver eats into the profit. It's
also hard to find a reliable rider. Most of the time, they will cancel on you
minutes when you are supposed to deliver or just go mute on you. The
customer doesn't care that your rider cancelled on you...they just want their
food delivered in time. I also get a lot of clients who prefer if I had a place
they could just come to, sit and enjoy their meal. This is my biggest
challenge so far. I do not have a to go to place for my clients who prefer that
restaurant kind of setting. If I had capital, I wouldn't hesitate to open up a
neat place and keep making homemade dishes. I would still do deliveries
but I could attract a bigger client who prefer not to eat at the office.
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CYEL You do your meals from home. How supportive is your family, did
they give you some capital – and how do they feel about your venture?

SYSH My family especially my Dad was very excited when I told them I
wanted to start cooking food and selling It to people in town. He has always
been supportive of me and my idea but for This one he was just happy I was
going to get myself busy during the day. He sat me down and we did the pros
and cons of the business and obviously the pros. had it. He made it clear
anything I needed to keep the business going. I also had supportive friends
and one of them loved my spirit and actually sent me 3,000 shillings to
jumpstart my business. I just thank God for this kind of support.

CYEL Your potential client will probably be reading this feature, what
would you like to tell them, and how can they reach you?

SYSH Hi, I am Sysh...or you can call me Ndunge. I make delicious food at
home and deliver to you at your convenience. To place an order call or text
me on 0770208806.
CYEL If you were not doing Sysh dishes, what would you have wished to
pursue?
SYSH My dream has always been to be on Radio. I think I have an amazing
voice to entertain people on Radio. While in Campus, my friend and I ran a
show on the school radio station. That was one of my best moments in
Campus. I would also love to be a TV personality and work in the
entertainment industry generally.
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Side note:
Sysh really has got an amazing voice! Before she could even
reveal that her dream job is being a radio presenter / Tv anchor, our
interviewer could already tell, and had already complemented her for
having a charming voice suitable for radio. Over to you FM radios / TV
channels – look unto her, a media Queen shall be crowned!
CYEL Your parting shot to fellow graduates and youth out there?

SYSH: What can I say that hasn't been said before. Just don't give up on
yourself. You might not see it but there are many people counting on you to
do well. Most importantly, do something you love, and enjoy
yourself while at it.

The End.
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MENU
MONDAY

THURSDAY

CHAPO BEANS VEGGIE 150/

CHAPO NDENGU VEGGIES 150/

PILAU BEEF 200/

FRIDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

BIRYANI CHICKEN 350/
BIRYANI BEEF 250/

MATOKE BEEF 150/
Delivery within Nairobi CBD is Free call or text 0770208806 to place
your orders before 9am.
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GLITTER ZONE
Ms Sri Ranjini Mei Hua, Singapore.
Editor's note This zone is meant to shine the light on some of our partners
(individuals), who give their every dollar, to ensure we keep impacting
positively in communitie where we work.

In this edition, we are pleased to shine the light on Ms Sri Ranjini Mei Hua.
Ranjini helps organisations improve their product, policy, and process
through data-driven decision making. She has over 12 years of experience in
the public, private, and non-profit sectors.

A former Associate Lecturer at the Singapore University of Social Sciences,
she taught Gender Studies, Social Stratification, and Cross-Cultural
Intelligence. She has served in various capacities for organisations such as
the Ministry of Social and Family Development, the United Nations
Development Programme, and the British High Commission. Her research
and op-eds have been published in news outlets, academic journals, and
books.

Ranjini is passionate about access to education, economic and social
inclusion, as well as leveraging science and technology for the public good.
Her donation will go towards our STEM initiative, and will necessitate us
acquire curriculum approved Science and Mathematics textbooks for
undeserving girls high schools in the quest to help them improve STEM
learning outcomes.
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I am honoured to partner with and
support CYEL’s programme to improve
access to STEM education for girls in
Kenya

Sri Ranjini Mei Hua
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Appreciation

A special thanks to the following partners and friends of the Centre for their continued
unwavering support in the year 2020.
1. ICANN
2. AFRINIC
3. ICNL
4. Localization Hub
5. iResolve Tanzania
6. Sri Ranjini Mei Hua / Friends from Singapore
We look forward to keeping you updated on these and other activities via our newsletter, and
of course to hearing from you – please send comments or suggestions to admin@cyel.africa
and or cyelke@gmail.com . And if you like what we do and would like to help create an
empowered knowledge society capable of attaining Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs
2030), Please donate to any of our cause(please do kindly visit our website for more on our
programmes).
We guarantee that every dollar of your donation goes straight into our work thus creating
impact. To pledge/donate, please get in touch with us through the contacts provided in this
/imprint section.

Thank you.
Sincerely,
CYEL Communications Team.
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